Meta-analysis of genome-wide scans for blood pressure in African American and Nigerian samples. The National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute GeneLink Project.
In many genetic studies of complex traits, sample sizes are often too small to detect linkages of low-to-moderate effects. However, the combined linkage evidence across several studies can be synthesized using meta-analysis with the aim of providing more definitive support of linkage. In the current study using the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI) GeneLink Project, a meta-analysis based on a modification of Fisher's method of pooling P values was used to investigate linkage for systolic blood pressure (SBP) and diastolic blood pressure (DBP) values across three studies involving African American and Nigerian families (HyperGEN, Health, Risk Factors, Exercise Training and Genetics [HERITAGE], and Genetics of Hypertension in Blacks). The meta results suggest two regions (2p and 7p) provide enhanced linkage evidence compared with the individual study results. The maximal meta Lod score of 2.9 on 2p14-p13.1 (64-78 cM) represented approximately 1-Lod unit increase over the respective individual study scores. This general region has been implicated previously involving primarily families of white ethnicity and provides confirmatory evidence that this QTL is common across ethnic groups. The second finding at 7p21.3-p15.3 (8-25 cM) provided a meta Lod of 3.5. Although region was implicated primarily in the Nigerian subjects the low-level but consistent support involving the African American families (individual Lod score of 1.0) suggests a novel QTL with respect to BP variation in individuals of black ethnicity. Follow-up studies involving positional cloning efforts of the combined families showing linkage evidence in these regions (particularly 2p) may be warranted to verify these findings and identify the genes and causative variants.